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Patent Pending

ERGONOMICALLY
DESIGNED
rhe

Compucart

is

the

The Compucart encourages comfortable
and places the work in the normal

first

position

of sight eliminating the need for fatiguing "tennis

vertically

and

is

not only adjustable

horizontally at the keyboard level,

but also mobile. Adjustability

is

the key to a truly

ergonomic computer workstation. This means
that the

posture

economically designed Computer

Workstation that

computer workstation

will

conform

to

the physical requirements

of the user

and not

expect the user to

compromise

his reach,

match"
the

spectator neck

work may be adjusted by simply moving the

keyboard horizontally. This

further

and

minimizes the eye strain associated with fixed
focal lengths.
efficient,

The Compucart

is

and among the most

therefore the

the most

flexible

and

most comfortable computer

workstation. Your

and

long lasting investment.

of view.

movement

adjusts the focal length to the video display

posture, focus,
field

line

movements. The pitch of

Compucart

will

be a wise and

Below: The

Compucart modal
4001 in English Oak
with the IBM
Personal Computer.
(The special graphic
effects serve to
demonstrate the

Compucart*
exclusive
design.)

*

ergonomic

The

Compucart

is

the

first

multiple locations. This further allows most

word

processing workstation that

fits

well

any existing environment.

into

provides the necessary storage

the hardware

and

It

position for

and keeps the equipment from

being an "octopus" on your desk. Since the

Compucart

is

Mobile and compact

it

allows

and

wordprocessors to be used for multiple tasks
for

communications and terminal emulation.

Therefore the Compucart provides space
efficiency,

hardware and software

security,

and

user comfort to optimize your investment in

word processing.

the wordprocessing system to be used in

Below: The IBM
Displaywriter and

High Speed letter
quality printer
with sheet teed,

Compucart
Model #002 and
Compucart Model
#004 Printer Cart,
in Almond.

Below: Compucart

X

Model #001 in
Walnut, easily
relocated, showing

vented back for
cooling.

rhe

Compucart

is

the

first

computer workstation

LEFT: The Apple
Computer LISA In

Compucmr Model
#002, In Natural Oak.
Right The IBM
8775 Terminal in
the Compucart
Model #002 in
Walnut. (This is also

the Compucart
Model for the IBM
3101, 5200 series,
3270 series
terminals and Most

Other terminals
from DEC, Data
General, Hewlett
Packard, Texas
Instruments, Wang,

and

others).

The Compucart

mobile

for terminals

as well as for microcomputers.

The

also provides additional

secured storage for high speed

modems

or other

peripheral equipment at the workstation.

Compucart allows the terminal keyboard and

Designed to work with your existing furniture,

display to be secured giving additional physical

the

security

and

and a

required redundance to password

access codes. This will allow the user to

leave the terminal on,

when

required by the

system, without encouraging system security

breach

when

compact

size

the user

(about 4

is

away. The Compucart's

sq.

ft.

floor space) allows

the terminal to blend easily into any

environment. (Most typewriter returns are
inadequate.)

totally

and

Compucart
efficient

is

the only secure, comfortable

computer workstation.

rhe
The IBM
Personal Computer
system including
Left:

printer securely

stored with
optional flip up
worksurfacos.
Model #001, in
Natural Oak.

Center: The

Compucart Model
#003 in English Oak
securing an
American Bell,
Teletype

#43

Teleprinter.

Right: The Digital

Equipment Rainbow
the Compucart
Model #002,
in

in Walnut.

and

Compucart

is

the

first

the casual, curious interloper

secure

computer workstation. By returning

intentioned thief, the

the computer to the closed position

required in

the double walled

tambour door and

the entire workstation with

one

and

files.

the

where proprietary

locks

to risk. Security is

the responsibility of

key. This secures

management and

the user;

both the hardware and the software and the
valuable data

and

Compucart should be

setting

information or access to the computer

closing the doors, the user simply rolls

down

any

Since security

increasingly important consideration

is

an

from both

is

exposed

Compucart provides

the physical security that will keep both your

hardware and software Securely Together.

OPTIONS
The

Compucart

is

A drawer 2" depth

available in four

models, 001, 002, 003, 004 and four

A

We further
•
A Flip-up

A

Monitor or keyboard

A

•

A wire paper

Printer

and other

mounted 8" handle

RH

in

Aluminum

or LH.

circuit-protected multioutlet

power

(with or without surge protection

level

tilting video display shelf for

side

or Bronze,

a few interesting options:

worksurface, Right or Left side.

•

model #004

printer accessories.

Walnut, and Almond.
offer

for the

Cart for print wheels, ribbons,

Natural Oak, English Oak,

finishes:

strip

and an

illuminated remote control switch for

non-

powering up the entire system).

tilting displays.

catch basket for the model

An

#004

additional pull-out shelf for matrix printers.

Isolation

Printer Cart.

mount

caster base for irregular

floors.

Monitor Level

Products of Versa Tec Corporation
P.O.

Box 2095, Tampa, FL 33601-2095

Telephone (813)251-2431

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800/237-9024

THE FIRST SECURE

COMPUTER WORKSTAT.ON

Compucart Model #001

in

English

Oak with the Texas Instrument's
Professional Computer.

Compucart Model #002 and
Printer Cart Model #004 in Almond
with IBM Displaywriter and Printer.
The Compucart holds your PC monitor, keyboard,
disk drives, printer, expansion chassis, software

and manuals. You lock them
personal key!

Model #001 in English Oak with
IBM PC XT and expansion chassis
and IBM Printer.

Its

safely

away with your

adjustable design accepts most

systems, takes only 4 sq. feet of floorspace,
easily

and

PC

rolls

wherever needed. Three models in four

tasteful colors.

who may choose,
the obvious choice.

For the executive

Compucart

is

Patent

Pentl:

500 COMPANIES
WHY THE FORTUNE COMPUCART
ARE CHOOS.NG
®
®
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(c)

Variable,oc allength(18"to48")

®

Line-of-sight workstation

(e) Horizontally adjustable keyboard with 2 stops

Variable-pitch easel location

(?) Non-keyboard entry device

Adjustable typing height (25"

±

(g) Systems

1")

unit, plotter or dot matrix printer shelf
(^4 extension). Acts as acoustic enclosure for printer.

(h) Keyboard
(or,

shelf with greaseless ball-bearing
electronic chassis slides (full extension)

digitizing

tablet location)

(7) Single lock secures

entire cart

(7) Tough double-watled
tambour door

PVC roll-down

QO

Alternate systems unit or expansion chassis or
other peripherals shelf (adjustable)

(T)

Vinyl

(m)

Ventilation

chase guard to prevent stored items from
being pushed into chase

&

wiring

chase

(n) Convection cooling

(m Warm air exhaust & cabling access
(p) Rear swing-down door for complete
cabling access
(o)

Vinyl fend-off to prevent blocking of air intake
strain relief

and exhaust. Also provides cable
(r) Paper storage
printer paper

location for continuous -form

(¥) Paper path
(T) Secure & adjustable storage
and manuals
(u) Storage

for

high-speed

for

software packs

modem, communications

device, or other peripherals

(v) Adjustable knee space horizontally and
(w)

2W twin-wheel casters
where you need

for mobility

—

vertically

roll

it

it

(x) Compact size: small
4 sq' floorspace

"footprint";

approximately

(y) Soft rounded edges, with natural wood

trim

Qz) Toe space

Note:

Compucart XL includes:

rear door lock, switched electrical outlet,
control system

SECURITY: The Compucart
computer workstation

is

the

ADJUSTABILITY: The

first

to provide security for

focal distance to the display are adjustable to

both the hardware and software. Simply return

suit the individual

the keyboard to the closed position, close the

user simply places the

and roll down the double walled
tambour door and one key locks it all up.

keyboard and in front of the display in the

doors

MOBILITY:

keyboard and the

normal

work

directly

line of sight virtually

four twin wheel casters, you

behind the

advantage of the multi-tasking
hardware.

eliminating

unnecessary reach and head/neck movement.

Compucart Model #001
in English Oak with IBM
PC secured.

Compucart Model #002
in Almond, with IBM
3270 terminal with
Personal Computer
option and high-speed

modem.

For More Information, Contact Dealer Below.
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Products of Versa Tec Corporation

is

on

may move

computer/terminal from place

needs of each user. The

and cable-

Since the Compucart

the

to place to

take

abilities of the

